High-resolution imaging of catalytic activity of a single graphene sheet using electrochemiluminescence microscopy†
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Introduction

Electrocatalysts have attracted great interest in fundamental research, biomedicine, and energy conversion.1,2 Currently, most characterization studies of these electrocatalysts are performed at the ensemble level.2,3 However, their structure, composition and electrical contact are intrinsically heterogeneous among different individuals, which impede the comprehensive understanding of their structure–activity correlation.4 To deeply unveil these heterogeneities, single particle electrochemistry has been developed rapidly in the past few decades.4–8 Among these single-particle electrochemical techniques, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) based on tip technology has ultra-small electroactive area, which can finely map the electrochemical activity of materials even down to atom-level spatial resolution, and thus, provides highly spatially localized catalytic features.9–11 However, the SPM approach is a serial measurement, resulting in a low throughput and the resultant difficulty in the statistical analysis.6 Different from SPM technology, optical imaging technology provides visual information to describe the activity of catalysts in real time.12–14 Remarkably, the recent application of super-resolution fluorescence microscopy in fundamental studies could help in visualizing the surface catalytic activity with a resolution of several nanometers. However, the inevitable background fluorescence and photobleaching increase the measurement difficulty.15,16 Therefore, establishing a new high spatial resolution microscopy method with simple equipment and a low background signal is urgently needed to investigate catalyst activity in real time.

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) is a process in which a luminophore is excited to an excited state during an electrochemical reaction, which then emits photons when returning to the ground state.14,17–19 Recently, ECL microscopy that integrates a voltage generator, optical pieces and electron-multiplying charge-coupled devices (EMCCD) can image ECL emission at the electrode. It has the advantages of simple setup and near-zero background signals so that it has been successfully applied to image immunosensors20–22 and single particle behavior23–25 with a spatiotemporal resolution. In our previous studies, we observed that active sites in a single particle induce the generation of hydroperoxide intermediates, which behave as coreactants to remarkably enhance ECL emission from luminol.26–28 As a result, the ECL intensity of the particles is visualized, which has been proven to be correlated with their catalytic activity. Nevertheless, time resolution must be sacrificed to obtain sufficient ECL emission from single particles due to the relatively weak ECL emission. Since these hydroperoxide and luminol intermediates have a certain lifetime, their diffusion distance is observed to be as large as a few microns.29–31 This phenomenon results in the overlapping of ECL emissions from adjacent regions, and might cover the catalytic behavior of single particles. Consequently, the spatial resolution of ECL microscopy at the micron level is a bottleneck for the highly spatial measurement on the catalytic activity of a material.
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In classical electrochemical theory, both the electron transfer rate and the adsorption of reactants at the electrode control the electrochemical reaction. Typically, the adsorption ability of the reactants in different regions of the material varies, which is an important factor resulting in the unsynchronized electrochemical reaction and heterogeneous electrocatalytic activity on the surface. Accordingly, some active sites with a greater number of adsorbed reactants (labeled in red in part i of Fig. 1a) must be present at the electrode that emit brighter ECL compared with the ECL intensity in the surrounding regions with fewer adsorbed reactants. By shortening the exposure time to reduce the photon acquisition, the ECL emission in these surrounding regions becomes invisible. Only the active sites with a sufficient number of adsorbed reactants emit visual ECL; these active sites are rare and are highly likely to be well isolated in the image. In this situation, the contribution of ECL from the surrounding regions is minimal so that the electrocatalytic activity of these nanometer-sized sites at the electrode can be analyzed based on the ECL intensity.

After the reaction during the first exposure time, the adsorbed reactants at these active sites are consumed. Then, these sites have a low possibility of emitting visual ECL in the following time period. In the second exposure time, other sites that continuously adsorbed reactants to reach a sufficient amount (labeled in red in part ii of Fig. 1a) started to emit visual ECL illumination. The continuous voltage application and the consecutive collection of ECL images should induce ECL illumination from almost all the sites in the material in batches, according to their ability to adsorb hydrogen peroxide. Eventually, all these images are stacked into one image that should display the catalytic activity of the whole material surface with a high spatial resolution (Fig. 1b). The complete imaging process is illustrated in Fig. 1. This new ECL protocol efficiently avoids the ECL overlap from adjacent regions by the diffusion of the intermediates, thus overcoming the spatial resolution limitation in ECL microscopy. As a result, a high spatial ECL image with a resolution of 400 nm is realized to study the electrocatalytic activity of the material.

Results and discussion

The key to realizing a high spatial image of catalytic activity is visualization of isolated ECL spots from the material surface in a short exposure time so that the diffusion distance of the ECL intermediates is restricted to the nanometer scale. To achieve this goal, a reduced graphene oxide (rGO) microsheet with excellent electrical conductivity and tunable catalytic activity is chosen as a model catalyst, which is loaded on an indium tin oxide (ITO) slide. L012, as a luminol analog, could emit nearly 2 orders of magnitude stronger ECL illumination, and thus, is selected as the luminophore in our study. Our previous study employed density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the adsorption energy of ECL reactants (e.g. L012 and O$_2$) at the surface. The computational result confirms that the ECL reaction will easily start once the ECL reactants are absorbed onto the surface of the catalyst. Since rGO can electrocatalyze the reaction between L012 and H$_2$O$_2$ to emit ECL light, it is reasonable to assume that L012 and hydrogen peroxide are adsorbed at the surface of rGO. Hydrogen peroxide is electrochemically oxidized into hydroperoxide intermediates by the catalysis of rGO. Meanwhile, L012 is electrochemically oxidized into L012 intermediates, which react with hydroperoxide intermediates to emit ECL, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Although rGO has a good catalytic activity to enhance ECL, a relatively long exposure time is still needed to acquire sufficient ECL emission. This feature leads to apparent diffusion of the intermediates, and consequently, the impossibility to achieve high spatial resolution catalytic activity.

To further enhance the ECL intensity from a single rGO microsheet, oxygen plasma irradiation is introduced to treat the ITO slide with rGO. The mechanism to increase the ECL intensity of rGO by plasma irradiation is illustrated in Fig. 2b. After irradiation, more edges are formed at the whole surface of rGO that are oxidized by oxygen to form oxygen-containing functional groups. This process results in an increase in defects on the rGO surface, as verified using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Fig. S1–S6†). The presence of these defects reduces the binding energy between reactants and catalysts, which is more conducive to the adsorption and reaction of reactants. Thus, the catalytic ability at the rGO surface with the defects increases resulting in an enhanced ECL illumination (Fig. 2c and d). More importantly, the oxygen vacancies at the ITO surface are filled with oxygen during irradiation (Fig. S7 and S8†), leading to a significant decrease in the background ECL intensity (Fig. 2d inset).

With an optimized treatment time (60 s) (Fig. 2f†), the ECL at the rGO microsheets increases by approximately 5 times, while the background intensity at the ITO slide decreases by more than 50 times (Fig. 2d and S9f†). Compared with the previous ECL image, the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of ECL
illumination of rGO after the plasma treatment is improved by two orders of magnitude. When the treatment time exceeds 60 s, the ECL intensity at the rGO microsheet decreases slightly. This phenomenon might be ascribed to the reduced conductivity of rGO after a long plasma treatment time, which damages the skeleton structure of rGO (Fig. S1 and S2†). Moreover, the background ECL at the ITO surface remains almost the same, indicating the oxygen vacancies are saturated with oxygen. In view of the increase in S/N, shortening the exposure time to record the visual ECL from rGO is feasible.

Considering that the diffusion coefficients ($D$) for hydroperoxide intermediates and L012 are $7 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (ref. 42) and $6.6 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, respectively, the diffusion distance ($d$) in a time period ($t$) could be calculated according to the diffusion equation:

$$d = (2Dt)^{0.5}$$

The diffusion distance of these intermediates is determined to be 1200 nm with an exposure time of 1 ms, which decreases to 500 nm with an exposure time of 0.2 ms. Since one pixel in our ECL imaging system (40× water immersion objective) is 400 nm, imaging with an exposure time of 0.2 ms should be feasible to avoid overlapping ECL illumination from adjacent pixels.

In the experiments, ECL illumination from individual rGO microsheets after plasma irradiation is initially recorded with an exposure time of 1 ms. Compared with the bright-field image (Fig. 3a), most of the rGO surface emits ECL that is interconnected with adjacent regions (Fig. 3b). Additionally, some ECL is observed surrounding rGO, indicating the diffusion of intermediates during the exposure time. Thus, an exposure time of 1 ms is not short enough to achieve scattered ECL in the image. When the exposure time is set at 0.2 ms, some visual and scattered ECL spots appear in the image (Fig. 3c), as expected. The ECL intensity in the surrounding regions is weak or almost invisible.

Due to weak ECL illumination, the noise level in the image is carefully characterized to guarantee the authenticity of the ECL signal. Three hundred ECL images from single rGO microsheets with an exposure time of 0.2 ms are recorded continuously. The intensities at three randomly selected pixels are measured and plotted (Fig. 3d). Meanwhile, analysis of the control is
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conducted at the ITO surface without rGO to determine the noise (Fig. S10af). The statistical analysis shows that the ECL intensity within 60 ms follows the Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation (σ) of 13.5 a.u. Generally, the standard deviation is used to filter out the noise. According to this algorithm, 99.7% of the background data are within the range of 3σ (Fig. S10bf). Therefore, we use 3σ as the threshold. After excluding 3σ, no ECL burst was observed from the ITO surface, while most ECL burst on rGO remains (Fig. 3e and S10cf). The observation of these intermittent emissions supports the non-synchronous process, including the accumulation at the surface and the consumption and the re-accumulation of hydrogen peroxide at these sites with different amounts of defects. A similar observation about the non-constant reaction rate at the heterogeneous surface of the catalyst has been reported using many other microscopies. The observations of these intermittent signals support our proposed ECL process in which the ECL intensity could be determined from nanometer-sized regions without obvious interruption from adjacent regions.

The average interval time for the intermittent signal is in the range of 2–4 ms (Fig. 3e), which suggests the possible stacking of 10–20 images without re-emission from the previous sites to map the rGO microsheets (Fig. 4a). To pseudocolor scattered ECL spots in the rGO in each image with one specific color, 7 ECL images are selected and only the intensities larger than 3σ are considered in the first ECL intensities at these sites are considered in the final graph. The total ECL intensities of a single rGO microsheet in these 20 graphs are measured and listed in Fig. 4c. The total intensities in these graphs are similar, with a relative standard deviation of 2%. This reproducible ECL emission confirms that the measured ECL intensity is reproducible and can be used to characterize the catalytic activity of rGO microsheets. Eventually, the established ECL technique could be used to determine the electrocatalytic activity of a material with a resolution of 400 nm for the first time, which overcomes the spatial resolution limitation of ECL microscopy.

Conclusions

In conclusion, a new ECL microscopy technique, with a high spatial resolution of 400 nm is established based on stochastic ECL illumination. The breakthrough in the spatial resolution of ECL microscopy not only enables characterization of the electrocatalytic features of a single rGO microsheet on the nanometer scale but also extends the capacity of ECL microscopy to visualize electrochemical processes. Research on further applications of this highly spatial ECL imaging in additional materials or assays is ongoing to advance this novel technique.

Experimental

Chemicals

L012 (luminol analog, 8-amino-5-chloro-7-phenylpyrido [3,4-d] pyridazine-1,4(2H,3H) dione) was purchased from Wako Chemical (Richmond, USA). Graphene oxide (GO) was obtained from OBO New Material (Haike, China). All the other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, USA).

Synthesis of rGO microsheets

An aqueous GO suspension (2 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) is first sonicated for 3 h, and then, freeze-dried to yield a brown sample. The obtained sample is annealed under N\(_2\) at 550 °C for 3 h converting GO into reduced GO (rGO). After cooling to room temperature under N\(_2\) protection, the final product of black rGO microsheets is obtained. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of ECL emission at individual rGO microsheets, ITO slides containing rGO microsheets are treated with oxygen plasma irradiation for different times (0, 30, 60 and 90 s). The power of the irradiation is set at 240 W.
Characterization of rGO microsheets

The morphology and structure of rGO microsheets are investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2100, JEOL Ltd, Japan) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-4800, Hitachi Ltd, Japan). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images are obtained on a JEM-2800(JEOL Ltd, Japan). The X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) are collected using a PHI 5000 Versaprobe X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using monochromatized Al-Kα X-rays as the excitation source (UHVAC-PHI, Japan). The defects at the surface are investigated using an inVia-Reflex Laser confocal Raman spectrometer with a 633 nm laser (Renishaw, England). Contact angle measurements are performed using a contact angle measuring device (OCA30, Dataphysics Instruments, Germany).

ECL imaging of single rGO microsheets

The diluted rGO microsheets are drop-cast on the ITO slides and dried at 80 °C for 5 h. For ECL imaging, the ITO slides coated with rGO microsheets are used as the working electrode and an Ag/AgCl wire as the reference electrode. The solution is 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 10) containing 200 μM L012 and 1 mM hydrogen peroxide. To induce optimal ECL pixels, Evolve, Photometrics, Tucson, AZ.
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